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Next NMRCC Meeting March 10th Techno Art and Techno Jewelry radio-

electronics-science-related items that have been made into art or alternate-use objects, such as tubes made into lamps, fish
The Radio Collector's Directory and Price Guide 1921 - 1965 RCA model 87k Radio
Currently no attachments available

Repairing A Customer's 1938 RCA 87K Console
I was contacted by John Anthes, who
made initial contact with the couple
wanting their radio repaired. They
found us by means of our website
(thank you Janice A.!). After a brief
delay caused by the late February
snowstorm, I arranged to pull the
chassis at their residence. Their main
complaint was that, when it was
working, it only received a few very
strong stations on AM. The cabinet
had been skillfully restored previously, right down to re-blacking the interior. The knobs came right off, the
speaker unplugged, and four screws
later, the chassis was liberated.
There were obvious signs of relatively
recent repair including a modern

power cord and three modern electrolytic capacitors dangling from heat
-shrinked splices. The plot thickens ...
After completing the Sony TC-105
reel tape recorder on my bench, I
turned my attention to the RCA 87K,
a fairly basic AM-SW1-SW2 superheterodyne with magic eye, singleended audio and no RF amplifier
stage. I immediately sensed that
something was very rotten in the
state of Denmark, uh, New Mexico.
There were two shielded cables
crudely attached to the band switch,
running to the three-screw-terminal
(Continued on page Four)

UNINSTALLED
Euphemism for being fired. Heard on the voice-mail of a vice-president at a downsizing computer firm: "You
have reached the number of an Uninstalled Vice President. Please dial our main number and ask the operator
for assistance. *(Syn: decruitment.)
A thief broke into my house last night...he started searching for money so I woke up and searched with him.

NMRCC 2019 MEETING DATES

From the President’s Bench
Several of our members enjoy international
travel. Over the previous eleven months
I’ve enjoyed visiting three countries: Australia and New Zealand in January and
February and Bonaire in the Dutch Caribbean (equivalent to a county in the Netherlands) last March 2018.
On both occasions my mobile communications devices were hacked! Both times the
result was observed when I received an
email that indicated 1) Thank you for
changing your Amazon USERNAME and

January 13th ‘40s through ‘60s tube portable
MW – SW radios
February 10th.’30s art deco radios, chrome
ipad, to access my email using the Hochassis and intricate wood design radios
tel Wifi or, alternatively, by using my
March 10th Techno Art and Techno Jewelry
phone when away from the hotel. For
the Hotel Wifi, I expect that there is an radio-electronics-science-related items that have
in-country cable provider that connects
been made into art or alternate-use objects, such
to the internet. When not on Wifi, the
phone communicates over phone lines as tubes made into lamps, fish bowls
to the internet. These two paths may be April 14th Crosley tube radio sets
provided by two separate companies.
May 19th Spring Picnic - TBD
(Wifi routers typically use 802.11g at
June 9th Methods of casting, replicating, and
2.4 GHz band)
Once at the internet, computer servers repairing radio parts
July 14th Radios with odd construction
August 11th Wild Card Sunday
September 15th Test equipment and classroom demonstration equipment- tube testers,
signal generators, oscilloscopes, bridges, meters
and etc
October 13th Fall Ribeye Steak Picnic
(Majestic’s)
November 10th Magnetic tape and wire recorders
December 15th Holiday Party
M Toppo
showed us a
1935 Zenith
835 by I
Roesenow

2) Thank you for changing your PASSWORD!
While in Australia I attempted to change
my password and to understand if there
were bogus charges. But the password
authorization from Amazon required that I
was to enter a temporary code number sent
to my e-mail address on two occasions
where my emails were also getting
blocked.
While on Bonaire I used the resort lobby
PC to check-in to my departing flight to
print boarding passes for my return and to
alert the airline that I was planning to
check two bags. After arriving home, by
the next day, I received email from Amazon 1) Thank you for changing your
USERNAME and 2) Thank you for changing your PASSWORD!
For both trips, when back home, several
frustrating phone-calls confirmed that
nothing had been charged to my Amazon
account…Very Good news! And I was
able, with the lengthy telephone assistance
of Amazon Agents, to correct my access.
So what’s going on?
When on international travel I use my Apple mobile devices, a smart iphone and

there may be multiple associated serial
servers that route my communications
to my USA-based Internet Service
Provider, ISP, and arrive at my email
account where I can read the messages.
Many steps along the way provide the
“Miracle” of today’s communications
that we all expect.
So, somewhere along this complicated
rf/wireless path my Amazon account
was hacked?
Bottom Line to be safe:
Select a Username variant, perhaps, to
your actual name and a robust PASSWORD different for each critical site
If on Wifi and away from home/or using
a cell phone outside of our home country
DO Not Login to any account that has
money associated: Banks, Amazon,
eBay, etc…
Chose https websites over non-encrypted
http websites (“S” stands for secure,
harder to crack but not impossible)
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February 10th.’30s art deco radios, chrome chassis and intricate wood design radios was the meeting theme, R Majestic showed
four GG Majestic midget radios from 1934, by I Rosenow, J Anthes showed a 1936 Sparton 517B by Walter Dorwin Teague

L Davidsons was a moth late with a group of MW portables. And D Wilson mistook old silver for dirty chrome
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(Continued from page One)

strip intended for accessory phono connection.
I then noticed that most of the terminals on the
oscillator and antenna coils were not connected
to anything. Hmmmm. Forging ahead, I powered it up slowly with a Variac, carefully monitoring the B+ lines. So far, so good. It did indeed play on AM, but with very poor performance. Connecting the antenna directly to the
converter grid dramatically improved things. I
turned the bandswitch to shortwave and got
nada. Zip, zero, nothing, no IF response. That's
when I realized that both SW bands had been
disabled, the oscillator circuit permanently connected for AM, and the bandswitch repurposed
to simply direct audio input from the phono
strip or detector to the amplifier stages.
Eeeeek, why would anyone intentionally disable
functionality? My first thought was that a lightning hit destroyed the SW coil windings. I toddled over to the computer and pulled up the
Rider print from Nostalgia Air. Fortunately, it
contained a pictorial drawing of the chassis underside, complete with wiring colors and coil
pinouts/resistances. Both coils tested fine so I
stripped the mods from the bandswitch, tested
it (OK) and temporarily reconnected the audio.
Using the pictorial, it took less than an hour to
reconstruct the connections from the twelve
bandswitch terminals to the coil (and other) terminals. Upon power-up, all bands functioned
normally with excellent sensitivity and reasonably accurate dial alignment. Final alignment
would be done after completing the recap and
audio rewiring.

placement of the line cord with a new grounded one completed the chassis restoration. It was reinstalled in the cabinet several days later to the joy of the customers.
Moral: NEVER judge a radio by its cabinet! [Unless it’s a
Zenith Stratosphere: ed]
~Les Davidson

The audio wiring was reconstructed and a
shorting link for the phono strip was fabricated
from a ground lug. All tubular caps were replaced, and the three electrolytics, despite being
recent, were replaced and proper junction strips
were installed to support them and their associated components. Several runs of rubberinsulated wiring were also replaced. The dial
drive belt was replaced. At various times during
testing, I noticed that sensitivity would drop precipitously for no apparent reason. I initially
attributed this to the bandswitch being dirty and
proceeded to clean it more thoroughly. No
soap. It turned out to be bad solder at the grid
cap of the 6K7 IF tube. Final alignment and reSparton 558 Sled
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of
radios for all its members.
NMRCC meets the second Sunday of the month at The Quelab at 680 Haines
Ave NW , Albuquerque NM ,1:00PM meetings start. Visitors Always Welcomed.
NEW MEXICO RADIO
COLLECTORS CLUB

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries)
5460 Superstition Drive
Las Cruces NM 88011
E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com
Phone: 575 521-0018

NMRCC NEWSLETTER
THIS PUBLICATION IS THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NEW
MEXICO RADIO COLLECTORS CLUB. INPUT FROM ALL MEMBERS
ARE SOLICITED AND WELCOME ON 20 TH OF THE PRECEDING
MONTH. RICHARD MAJESTIC PRO-TEMP NEWSLETTER EDITOR,
SEND ALL SUBMISSIONS IN WORD FORMAT, PICTURES IN *.JPG
FORMAT TO: RMAJESTIC@MSN.COM
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FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/
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